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Increasing energy demands and environmental pollution concerns press for sustainable and environ-
mentally friendly technologies. Soil microbial fuel cell (SMFC) technology has great potential for carbon-
neutral bioenergy generation and self-powered electrochemical bioremediation. In this study, an in-
depth assessment on the effect of several carbon-based cathode materials on the electrochemical per-
formance of SMFCs is provided for the first time. An innovative carbon nanofibers electrode doped with
Fe (CNFFe) is used as cathode material in membrane-less SMFCs, and the performance of the resulting
device is compared with SMFCs implementing either Pt-doped carbon cloth (PtC), carbon cloth, or
graphite felt (GF) as the cathode. Electrochemical analyses are integrated with microbial analyses to
assess the impact on both electrogenesis and microbial composition of the anodic and cathodic biofilm.
The results show that CNFFe and PtC generate very stable performances, with a peak power density (with
respect to the cathode geometric area) of 25.5 and 30.4 mW m�2, respectively. The best electrochemical
performance was obtained with GF, with a peak power density of 87.3 mW m�2. Taxonomic profiling of
the microbial communities revealed differences between anodic and cathodic communities. The anodes
were predominantly enriched with Geobacter and Pseudomonas species, while cathodic communities
were dominated by hydrogen-producing and hydrogenotrophic bacteria, indicating H2 cycling as a
possible electron transfer mechanism. The presence of nitrate-reducing bacteria, combined with the
results of cyclic voltammograms, suggests microbial nitrate reduction occurred on GF cathodes. The
results of this study can contribute to the development of effective SMFC design strategies for field
implementation.

Crown Copyright © 2023 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Chinese Society for Environmental
Sciences, Harbin Institute of Technology, Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Renewable energy is the only answer to balance increasing
global energy demands with the net-zero emissions target by 2050.
It is unlikely that one single approach could solve such a great
challenge and help minimise our dependence on fossil fuels.
Therefore, the most promising strategy is to explore the synergistic
contribution of several green energy systems.

Amongst the different options, microbial electrochemical tech-
nologies hold great potential, given their cost-effectiveness and
renzo).
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unique ability to degrade organic matter in biological waste with
the concomitant production of electrical energy. In this context, soil
microbial fuel cell (SMFC) is a particularly attractive carbon-neutral
and affordable technology, able to exploit the use of the endoge-
nous microorganisms present in the soil to convert the organic
matter in the soil into useful electricity [1]. The estimated number
of bacterial species per gram of soil varies between 2000 and 8.3
million [2,3], and the abundance of organic matter, despite the
variation between different soil types, is approximately 100 mg g�1

[4,5]. These features make the soil a very sustainable source of
energy. SMFC technology also offers great opportunities as a self-
powered and sustainable in situ bioremediation strategy for soils
contaminated with metals, hydrocarbons, and pesticides [6].

Contrary to traditional (i.e., liquid-based) microbial fuel cells,
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SMFC technology is still in its infancy, with studies mainly focused
on assessing its potential for soil bioremediation [7,8]. Nonetheless,
SMFCs are characterised by simple, low-cost, and low-maintenance
designs, which facilitate translating the technology from the lab to
the field [9]. In microbial fuel cells, the electrode material plays an
important role in performance. Current generation in such systems
is highly dependent on the cathode's reduction kinetics, and in the
case of air-cathode designs, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is
one of the major limiting factors in electricity generation due to its
high activation energy [10,11]. This high energy is traditionally
overcome by using platinum as a catalyst, which is expensive and
suffers from biofouling effects [12,13]. Many high-performing
transition metal-based catalysts (Fe, Co, Ni, etc.) have been devel-
oped to provide a low-cost, durable alternative [14e17]. Composite
electrode materials, consisting of transition metals supported by a
carbon matrix and conductive polymers, have also been proposed
[11,17]. To develop cathode materials with high catalytic activity,
activated carbon has been functionalised with a metaleorganic
framework (MOF) [18], while the performance of air cathodes in
microbial fuel cells has been enhanced by functionalising activated
carbon with reduced graphene oxide [19]. Nanostructure-based
carbon materials, such as carbon nanotubes, nanofibers, and gra-
phene, are gaining increasing interest due to their large surface area
and functionality [20e22] and, therefore, approaches like doping
metal particles on carbon nanostructure are very attractive [23,24].
Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) have been explored for the functionali-
zation of electrodes in microbial fuel cells since they provide very
high electrical conductivity, high chemical stability, high porosity,
and high specific surface area [23e28]. Electrospinning of CNFs has
proven to be more effective in terms of catalytic activity than
physical or chemical modification due to the larger surface area
achieved [29,30]. Nonetheless, so far, CNFs have been only tested
for liquid-fed microbial fuel cells, and, despite their great potential,
only very few studies have exploited their benefits [31e35]. Doping
CNFs with Ni nanoparticles can lead to high electrical conductivity
due to spontaneous nitrogen defects upon treatment at 900 �C;
high power density was achieved using these electrodes as the
cathode in liquid microbial fuel cells [28]. Table S1 provides an
overview of the cathode material used for SMFCs. Typically, in
SMFCs, unmodified carbon-based materials, such as carbon felt,
carbon cloth, and granular activated carbon, are used as a cathode
[36e40]. Nonetheless, carbon-based and stainless steel-based
electrodes functionalised with Pt (0.1e0.2 mg cm�2) [41,42] or
alternative catalysts, such as Ni, in combination with platinum,
have also been reported [43e45]. The power densities obtained
with different configurations of SMFCs, such as single chamber
[36,44,45], column type [41], tubular [46], or U type [42], are within
the range of 0.85e77.5 mWm�2 [36,39,40,42], except for few cases
where a polymer electrolyte membrane was used in dual chamber
microbial fuel cell, in which a value as high as 7.5 mW cm�2 was
obtained [38]. It is expected that the SMFC performance improves
with the use of an ORR catalyst at the cathode, however, the power
output generated by SMFCs with a Pt-coated cathode
(0.1e0.2 mg cm�2), was reported to be within the range of
8.8e39 mW m�2 [41,43,46], while composite electrodes, fabricated
bymodifying a stainless-steel matrix with conductive carbon black,
can lead to power densites over 250 mW m�2 with no need for an
expensive catalyst [44,45]. Although a proper comparison among
the different systems is difficult given the great difference in the
design parameters used for each study, it is clear that there is great
scope to develop robust and efficient cathodes to improve the
performance of SMFCs. In this study, we investigate and compare
for the first time the performance of four different cathodes in
membrane-free air-cathode SMFCs: carbon cloth (SMFC-CC), Pt-
doped carbon cloth (SMFC-PtC), graphite felt (SMFC-GF), and Fe-
2

doped CNFs (SMFC-CNFFe). Electrochemical tests over prolonged
operating times are complemented by microbial taxonomic ana-
lyses to elucidate the influence that the electrode material has on
the cathodic and anodic biofilm formation and, consequently, on
the overall electrochemical performance, thus guiding the devel-
opment of highly performing SMFC designs.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The chemicals used in this experiment were purchased from
Alfa Aesar/Thermo Fischer Scientific (Lancashire, UK) and Sigma-
Aldrich (Merck Life Science UK Limited, Gillingham, UK). Graphite
felt was purchased fromOnline Furnace Services Ltd (Scotland, UK),
and carbon cloth doped with Pt and plain carbon cloth were pur-
chased from the Fuel Cell Store (Texas, USA). The soil was collected
around the campus area of the University of Bath from a maximum
depth of 30 cm below the surface. The soil was cleaned of visible
stones, gravel, roots, and leaves before use. The physicochemical
properties of the soil were assessed by an external company
(Eurofins Chemtest Ltd, NewMarket, United Kingdom) and resulted
as follows: 39% moisture content, 14% total organic carbon, pH 7.2,
and electrical conductivity 1090 mS cm�1.

2.2. Preparation of the CNFeFe cathode

The CNFeFe cathode fabrication was performed as reported in
previous work [23,24]. First, a precursor solution for electro-
spinningwas prepared, which consisted of a polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) solution (9:3 wt ratio, w/w) in 12%
w/w N,N-dimethylformamide, DMF, containing 3 mmol of iron
acetate Fe(CH3COO2). The solution was then electrospun (NF-103,
MECC) with a multi-spinneret with three syringes under the
following conditions: flow: 2e3 mL h�1; distance: 15 cm; applied
potential: 29.9 kV; rotating collector speed: 300 rpm. Finally, a
thermal treatment (Carbolite furnace) was applied with an initial
heating gradient of 1 �Cmin�1 up to 280 �C (4 h) under air, followed
by a second heating gradient of 5 �C min�1 up to 1000 �C (1 h)
under Ar.

A detailed physicochemical characterization of the CNFeFe
cathode is reported in Table S2 in the supporting information.
Morphology analysis was evaluated using a ZEISS MERLIN (Ger-
many) high-resolution field emission scanning electronmicroscope
(FESEM) (Fig. S1), using both secondary electrons (SE) and back-
scattered electrons (BSE) Electron Microscopy Facilities, at the
Universitat Aut�onoma de Barcelona (UAB, Bellaterra, Spain). The
diameter of CNFs and FeNPs was analysed by ImageJ software. To
determine specific surface area, total pore volume, and meso-
porosity, nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 Kwere recorded with
aNova 2200e equipment (Quantachrome Instruments, USA)
(Fig. S2). A BET surface analyser was used within the relative
pressure range of 0.05e0.2 to assess the specific surface area. The
electrical conductivity was measured from the sheet resistance of
the electrospun film with a homemade device, as shown in Fig. S3.

2.3. SMFC design and operation

The SMFCs tested in this study were constructed in triplicates
and fitted in polypropylene boxes (40� 26� 15 cm) filled with soil.
No external organic carbon was added to the soil. The SMFCs con-
sisted of an anode buried in the soil and a cathode exposed to air at
a fixed electrode distance of 4 cm, which was maintained using
nylon screws (Bluemay Limited, Wiltshire, UK), as shown in Fig. 1c.
The anode (graphite felt, 7 � 7 � 0.4 cm) was pre-treated to
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increase the hydrophilicity and roughness of the carbon nanofibers,
as previously described [47]. With regards to the cathode, four
different materials were tested; the performance of the Fe-doped
CNFs cathode was compared with three commercial materials
(Fig. 1a): carbon cloth with Pt (Pt loading: 0.2 mg cm�2), plain
carbon cloth, and graphite felt. In each case, the cathode
(7� 7� 0.4 cm) was encased between two sheets of titaniummesh
(gauze woven from wire 40 mesh, 0.127 mm, VWR), as shown in
Fig. 1b, and titanium mesh without any electrode was used as
control (Fig. S4). Ti meshwas used to improve the physico-chemical
and mechanical properties of the system: imparting mechanical
stability to the brittle CNFFe electrodes, allowing better current
collection, and reducing cathodic polarization resistance [48]. The
anode and cathode were connected to an external resistance of
500U, which was chosen according to our previous standardization
experiments with SMFCs [9,49], and to a data acquisition system
(DAQ6510, Keithley instruments, Tektronix UK Ltd.) with titanium
wire (diameter 0.25 mm, VWR) intertwined within the electrodes.
The output voltage was monitored over time at 1-min intervals,
howwever, for better data visualization and interpretation, the
average of one-day measurements was plotted so that graphs refer
to data points at the one-day interval. Individual anode and cathode
potentials were also measured everyday with respect to the Ag/
AgCl reference electrode. The initial output voltagewas very low for
the SMFCs until about day 40 due to poor contact between soil and
cathodes. To overcome this issue, on day 40 of operation, additional
soil was added between the anode and cathode. Data are shown
from day 40 of operation onwards, which is indicated as day 0 in
the graphs.

2.4. Electrochemical measurements and analyses

Once a steady output voltage was generated, polarization tests
on the SMFCs were performed by varying the applied external load
from 100 KU to 10 U with a resistor box. In these tests, the SMFCs
were first operated in open circuit voltage (OCV) until a stable
voltage was generated (approximately after 1 h) and then con-
nected to a resistor box (Cropico RM6 Decade). The current (I) was
calculated using Ohm's law V¼IR, where R is the applied external
resistor, and the power (P) was calculated as P¼IV. The soil was kept
moistened with tap water, which was added daily. Cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) tests, within the range �1 to þ1 V at a scan rate of
5 mV s�1, were performed in situ by using the cathode as the
Fig. 1. a, Design and electrode materials of the four SMFCs tested in this study. b,
Cathode assembly. c, Experimental set-up.
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working electrode, the anode as the counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl
as the reference electrode. Electrochemical Impedance Spectros-
copy (EIS) was performed in a two-electrode system, with the
cathode as the working electrode and the anode as the counter
electrode, at the frequency range 1500 kHze25 mHz and with an
amplitude of the applied signal of 10 mV. The resulting data were
analysed using EC-lab® software (V10.40, BioLogic, Seyssinet-
Pariset, France).

2.5. Microbial community analysis

Microbial community analysis of the anodic and cathodic bio-
films was performed on one of the three replicates for each of the
four types of SMFCs tested, with the exception of SMFC-GF cath-
odes, for which two of the three replicates were analysed. With this
purpose, the SMFCs were disassembled after 56 days of the
experiment, and the electrodes were cut into 2 � 2 cm pieces. Soil
samples collected in close vicinity to the cathode were also ana-
lysed. The electrode and soil samples were kept in 2 mL LifeGuard
soil preservation solution (Maryland, USA) at �20 �C until DNA
extraction. The latter was carried out by using DNeasy PowerSoil
Pro Kit (Qiagen). Paired-end amplicon sequencing of the V3eV4
regions (primers 341F and 806R) of the 16S rRNA gene was carried
out by Novogene (Cambridge, UK) using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000
platform. The data was processed, and Amplicon Sequence Variants
(ASV) were generated using the dada2 pipeline [50]. Downstream
analysis was carried out by using R packages phyloseq and vegan
[51,52].

2.6. Morphological and elemental (EDS) analysis

Electrode samples before and after operationwere characterised
by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, Hitachi SU3900) under an
acceleration voltage of 7 kV. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) was performed for CNFeFe electrodes before and after the
operation using the same instrument at an accelerating voltage of
10 kV. To fix the biofilm, the electrode samples were immersed in
2.5% glutaraldehyde and 0.1M phosphate buffer solution for 30min
each and then dehydrated with increasing ethanol concentration
from30% to 100% for 15min each [53]. The samples were then dried
overnight in a vacuum and sputter coated using a turbomolecular
pumped coater (Quorum Q150T Plus) with a 2-mm gold layer
before the microscope analysis.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electrochemical results

The output voltage generated over time by the four types of
SMFCs was compared. Fig. 2a shows the output voltage generated
by the SMFCs. The biofilm enrichment and voltage stabilization
time may greatly vary in microbial fuel cells, depending on the
experimental conditions and design, and it can extend up to several
weeks [54]. Incorporating a corrosion-resistive current collector,
such as Ti mesh, with carbon electrodes is a promising strategy to
improve electrode conductivity [55]. In ourwork, the use of Ti mesh
improved the overall performance without directly contributing to
the current generation, as demonstrated by a control study in
which the cathode consisted of Ti mesh only (Fig. S4). As shown, the
use of carbon cloth as the cathode led to the poorest performance;
the output voltage generated by SMFC-CC reached a steady state
voltage of 0.086 ± 0.03 V, reached after 10 days of operation. The
performances of SMFC-CNFFe and SMFC-PtC were very similar,
with steady output voltages of 0.241 ± 0.038 and 0.244 ± 0.033 V,
respectively, which remained stable over approximately 40 days,



Fig. 2. SMFC performance. a, Output voltage generated by the four SMFCs. b, Anode
potential over time. c, Cathode potential over time. Data represent the average of three
replicates, and error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Fig. 3. Polarization tests after 27 days of operation. a, Polarization curves; b, Power
curves. Values are the average of triplicates, and error bars represent the standard
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suggesting a consistent electrocatalytic activity. A different trend in
the evolution of the output voltage over time was observed in
SMFC-GF. In this case, the output voltage initially stabilised at
0.25 ± 0.08 V; however, a second exponential increase in voltage
was observed, reaching a second steady value of 0.36 ± 0.06 V after
about 25 days of operation. This trend has usually been observed by
us with graphite felt cathodes, and an in-depth investigation on the
related causes has been discussed in Ref. [56]. Despite the higher
output voltage obtained, the performance of SMFC-GF was not
stable, and large fluctuations were observed, especially during and
after the second exponential increase. As shown in Fig. 2b, the
anode performance was not affected by the cathode material, thus
confirming that the difference in the overall performance of the
several SMFC designs tested largely depended on the cathode,
which is consequently the limiting electrode in the system [49].
Fig. 2b shows that after about 10 days of operation, the anode po-
tential vs Ag/AgCl stabilises at �0.365 ± 0.024 V (for SMFC-
CNFFe), �0.355 ± 0.043 V (for SMFC-PtC), �0.408 ± 0.014 V (for
SMFC-CC), and �0.287 ± 0.11 V (for SMFC-GF). The cathode
4

potentials (Fig. 2c) of CNFeFe and PtC were similar (�0.121 ± 0.031
and �0.123 ± 0.02 V, respectively), while the cathode potentials for
carboncloth was �0.321 ± 0.014 V, suggesting a limited cathodic
activity. In the case of SMFC-GF, the average cathode potential re-
flected the overall fuel cell output voltage trend and, accordingly, is
characterised by two stages. A first steady potential value
of �0.177 ± 0.045 V was reached after 13 days, remaining stable
until day 26. Afterwards, the cathode potential increased to
0.077 ± 0.08 V on day 28. The superior performance of graphite felt
as cathode over other materials has been previously demonstrated
and attributed to the very high specific surface area of the material
that favours biofilm growth [57]. In particular, graphite felt has
been shown to facilitate the proliferation of oxygen-reducing mi-
crobial communities at the cathode [57]. On the other hand, the
graphite-felt cathode led to the most unstable performance of the
SMFC, as shown by the large variability in the measurements.
Earlier studies with biocathodes also reported a slow increment in
the cell voltage and subsequent slow stabilization, attributed to a
slow bacterial growth onto the cathode surface [58e60].

For all four types of SMFC, after about 50 days, an increase in
both the anode and the cathode potential was observed, which led
to a decrease in the output voltage generated. This decline could be
attributed to a local decrease in the organic matter available to the
biofilm on the electrode surface. This decrease was more pro-
nounced in the SMFC-GF.

The polarization and power curves in tests performed after 27
days of operation (Fig. 3) confirm the superior performance of the
SMFC-GF, with a peak power nearly three times higher than the
peak power generated by SMFC-PtC and 3.4 times the power
generated by SMFC-CNFFe. In particular, SMFC-GF generated a peak
power of 0.43 ± 0.009 mW, corresponding to a power density of
error of the mean.
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87.3 mW m�2 compared to 0.15 ± 0.025 mW (power density
30.4 mW m�2) generated by SMFC-PtC, and 0.127 ± 0.026 mW
(power density 25.5 mW m�2) generated by SMFC-CNFFe (Fig. 3b).
The lowest power was generated by SMFC-CC (0.021 mW, with a
power density 4.285 mW m�2), approximately 95% lower than
SMFC-GF, and 86% and 83% lower than the SMFC-PtC and SMFC-
CNFFe respectively. The power densities obtained in our study are
comparable or, in some cases, higher than those previously re-
ported for SMFCs, which range from 22.9 [40] to 73.5 mWm�2 [44].
Our study reports a power density of 87.3 mWm�2, which is, to the
best of our knowledge, the highest reported for a single chamber,
individual SMFC operated without the addition of any external
substrate. The power density value for the CNFFe electrode is
25.5 mW m�2, comparable to values obtained with other catalyst-
coated electrodes, including Pt, ranging between 0.85 [42] and
39 mW m�2 [46].

To date, no study provides a direct comparison between the use
of PtC and CNFeFe at the cathode of an SMFC. Nevertheless, pre-
vious studies confirmed the benefits of using modified CNF at the
cathode of microbial fuel cells with surface power densities of up to
60 mW m�2 [30] and volumetric power densities of up to
14.4 W m�3 [23]. Electrospun NeCNF reported a power density of
around 125 mW m�2 in a liquid anolyte single-chamber microbial
fuel cell [28]. These studies, however, refer to liquid microbial fuel
cells (usually operated with synthetic media), with the electrodes
physically separated by an ion exchange membrane, which makes a
direct comparison impracticable. The much lower electrical con-
ductivity of the soil used in this study (710 mS cm�1 compared to
20mS cm�1 for a phosphate buffer-based electrolyte) is a reason for
the lower output power generated by SMFC-CNFFe.

The EDS analysis (Fig. S5) suggests that the Fe content of the
CNFeFe cathode did not decrease much with over 50 days of
continuous operation: 4.74 wt% initially compared to 3.49 wt% at
the end of the experiment. Although the accuracy of this analysis is
low, and other components from soil were detected, this result still
indicates the long-term stability of the CNFeFe electrode. Future
studies may be directed towards understanding the stability of the
electrodes under different operating conditions. SEM images of the
four cathodes, before and after the operation, show the presence of
a biofilm in each case (Fig. 4). Due to the finer structure of CNF and
the large specific surface area of the nanostructure used, greater
microbial colonization onto the CNFeFe electrode surface can be
observed.
Fig. 4. Morphological analysis by SEM of the electrodes before and at the end of the
experiment. The figure shows SEM of cathode electrodes before and after the exper-
iment: a, carbon cloth; b, graphite felt; c, Pt-doped carbon cloth; d, CNFeFe. Accel-
eration voltage: 7 kV. Magnification: 5000X.

5

The IeV curve for SMFC-GF indicates a reduced activation loss in
the lower current region but an increased concentration loss in the
higher current (low resistance) region (Fig. 3a). Aerobic metabolism
at the cathode decreases the activation energy at higher resistances
by enhancing the final reduction reaction [61]; however, the con-
centration loss in the lower resistances suggests that the electrons
discharged at the anode are not reduced sufficiently fast at the
cathode [62]. It has also been previously reported that microbial
fuel cells with carbon cloth cathodes suffer from high activation
losses and ohmic losses due to poor microbial activity and the
absence of catalysts [63]. The polarization curves for CNFeFe and
PtC suggest that there is almost a linear drop in the current, mainly
attributed to ohmic losses, which is lower than in the case of non-
doped electrodes; however, no major concentration loss can be
detected. The ohmic loss can be attributed to the restricted ionic
conductivity between anodic and cathodic electrolytes due to the
low conductivity of the soil [64]. Although the graphite felt cathode
is able to reduce the activation losses due to improved microbial
activity and efficient cathode reduction reactions, it suffers from
concentration losses that could be alleviated by, for instance, sur-
face functionalization.

EIS tests were performed on the SMFCs at the beginning and the
end of their operation by configuring the cathode as the working
electrode. As shown in Fig. 5, the ohmic resistance (RU) significantly
differs for the four SMFC designs. At the start of the experiment, RU

values for all the electrodes (solid symbols in Fig. 5) varied between
295 and 409 U, with the lowest value (295 U) observed for SMFC-
PtC and the highest (409 U) value observed for SMFC-CC. Values
of different circuit elements are reported in Table 1. Since the SMFCs
were operated with the same electrolyte (soil) and moisture con-
tent, the observed differences can be attributed primarily to the
different electrode materials used for the cathodes. At the end of
the experiment, RU values significantly decreased for all the SMFC
systems tested (Table 1). This reduction indicates the improved
conductivity of the electrodes and soil, likely caused by the for-
mation of an electroactive biofilm on the surface of both the anode
and cathode [65]. The equivalent circuit model shows that R2 (Rct),
Fig. 5. Nyquist plots of the SMFCs at the start (day 0) and the end (day 54) of the
experiment. Solid symbols correspond to data at the start of the experiment, and
empty symbols to data at the end of the experiment. Solid lines show the fitting of the
equivalent circuit model (ECM) to the data. The inset figure shows an expanded graph
for the high-frequency region of day 0.



Table 1
Values of different circuit elements after fitting the ECM to the Nyquist plots.

Cathode material R1 (U) R2 (U) R3 (U)

Day 0 Day 54 Day 0 Day 54 Day 0 Day 54

Carbon cloth 409 111.7 45 33.3 - -
Graphite felt 347.6 92.16 77 27.7 - -
CNFeFe 310.1 223.8 89.5 20.6 - 792
Pt-doped carbon cloth 295.6 87.3 196 14.3 - 198

Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammograms of the four cathodes. a, Comparing results at the start
(day 0) and the end (day 54) of the experiment; b, Zoom in on day 0.
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associated with the diameter of the first semicircle, varied between
different electrodes at day 0 and was comparatively higher for the
catalyst-coated electrodes. We assume that the initial high charge
transfer resistance for PtC in this study may be due to operational
fluctuations and poor connectivity. After 56 days of operation, the
decrease in charge transfer resistance decreased in the following
order: PtC (14.3 U) < CNFeFe (20.6 U) < Graphite felt
(27.7U) < Carbon cloth (33.3U), suggesting that the catalyst-coated
electrodes established better connectivity and exhibited better
electrocatalytic activity since the biofilm formation decreases the
charge transfer resistance [65e67]. Semicircles in the high-
frequency region were followed by near linear segments in the
low-frequency region due to diffusion resistance, signifying the
diffusion process of oxygen in the electrode-electrolyte interface
(R3) [57]. After 56 days of operation, the total impedance decreased
for all the electrodes (Fig. 4). Moreover, after this time, the effect of
diffusion resistance, which is defined by the linear portion in the
low-frequency region [30], was no longer observed for SMFC-CNF-
Fe and SMFC-PtC (and reduced for SMFC-GF), and instead, closed
depressed semicircles were observed for these SMFCs. This result
suggests better oxygen diffusion at the electrode-soil interface.
Overall, the observed decrease in the total resistance suggests a
better charge transfer efficiency and ORR rates due to the formation
of an electroactive biofilm onto the surface of the cathode. The
graphite-felt cathode led to the lowest total resistance, in agree-
ment with earlier findings [30].

The cyclic voltammetry studies reveal interesting findings about
the electrochemical behaviour of the four cathodes tested (Fig. 6).
For all four SMFCs, the redox currents obtained at day 0 are very low
(Fig. 6b). SMFC-GF showed a reduction current of �3 � 10�5 A and
an oxidation current lower than 1� 10�5 A, while SMFC-CNFFe was
characterised by a reduction current of approximately �6 � 10�5 A
and an oxidation current of about 1.3 � 10�5 A. The capacitive
behaviour of the carbon cloth electrode is indicative of the lack of
redox reactions mediated by microbial species and is in line with
previously reported results [68].

CV tests at the end of the experiment (day 54) revealed higher
peak current values (Fig. 6a), which increased by a factor of 102. This
result confirms that the formation of a cathodic biofilm enhanced
the charge transfer kinetics. Previous studies also showed
improved catalytic current values after the formation of an elec-
troactive biofilm in biocathodes [57]. SMFC-CC showed the poorest
performance, with a reduction current of around �1 � 10�3 A and
an oxidation current of around 0, followed by SMFC-CNFFe
(approximately 1.5 � 10�3 to �3 � 10�3 A). On the other hand,
SMFC-PtC and SMFC-GF showed the best performance, with an
observed oxidation current between 2 � 10�3 and 4 � 10�3 A and a
reduction current between�7� 10�3 and 8� 10�3 A. These results
suggest that, similarly to PtC, the electroactive cathodic biofilm that
develops onto the graphite felt plays an important role in ORR re-
actions and electron transfer processes. Moreover, for the graphite
felt electrodes, a pair of quasi-reversible redox peaks at
around þ0.41 and �0.1 V were observed, suggesting a redox reac-
tion on the electrode. The higher surface area of graphite felt
6

enables a better biofilm attachment, resulting in higher ORR ac-
tivity. The appearance of a pair of distinct redox peaks at
around þ0.2 and �0.1 V, with CV tests carried out in both air and
nitrogen-saturated catholyte in microbial fuel cells with a graphite
felt cathode, have been previously associated with the presence of a
cathodic biofilm [57].
3.2. Taxonomic analysis of microbial communities

The cathode material may affect the composition of the micro-
bial biofilms colonizing the surface of both the anode and cathode.
To evaluate this effect, taxonomic analysis was performed by
amplicon sequencing of the 16S rRNA genes of the bacteria in the
different communities. Samples were taken from the cathode and
anode of each type of SMFC and the soil in the vicinity of the
cathode. Since SMFC-GF outperformed the SMFCs with other
cathode materials, a duplicate SMFC-GF cathode was also
sequenced to evaluate this observation. Analysis of the amplicon
data revealed the microbial taxa present at each sampling location
(Fig. 7). For each SMFC type tested in the anodic biofilm, the ASVs
with the highest relative abundance were members of the family
Geobacteraceae (range 5.7e36.2%), followed by the genera Pseu-
domonas (6.2e26.1%), Geobacter (5.8e11.0%), and Bacteroides
(2.1e23.8%); the family Xanthobacteraceae (5.5e8.8%); the genera
Udaeobacter (3.1e5.8%) and Faecalibacterium (0.0e9.8%); WCHB1-
31 from the phylum Bacteriodota (1.6e5.5%), and Citrifermentans
(1.5e4.8%); and an unidentified Gammaproteobacteria (1.6e4.0%).

The cathode biofilms were dominated by the ASV identified as
the unknown Gammaproteobacterium also observed on the anodes
(10.9e21.6%), followed bymembers of the genusMethylobacterium/
Methylorubrum (1.5e16.9%); the family Xanthobacteraceae
(5.2e11.5%); the genera Hydrogenophaga (2.8e11.2%), Methyl-
oversatilis (2.1e12.0%), Hyphomicrobium (1.9e11.7%), Bacteroides



Fig. 7. Heatmap showing the relative abundances of amplicon sequence variants (ASV)
detected in each sample, grouped by sample type (anodes, cathodes, and soils in the
vicinity of the cathode). Soil T0 refers to the soil used for inoculation of the SMFCs.
ASVs with relative abundance >2% present in at least one sample are shown at the
lowest taxonomic rank assigned for each ASV.

Fig. 8. Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) plot showing the association of taxa
with anode, cathode, and soil samples. The red circle indicates time “0” (initial) soil
sample.
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(0.9e14.7%), Nitrospira (1.9e8.2%), and Methylibium (1.6e8.9%); the
family Comamonadaceae (1.9e6.7%); the genera Pseudomonas
(2.4e4.1%), Faecalibacterium (0.1e10.8%), andOLB12 from the family
Microscillaceae (1.2e3.2%), the families Geobacteraceae (1.7e4.6%)
and Methyloligellaceae (1.4e4.0%), and the genera Mycobacterium
(1.1e3.9%) and Lacunisphaera (0.4e8.1%).

The most prevalent taxa in the soil used for inoculation of the
SMFCs included the family Muribaculaceae (16.9%), the genera
Udaeobacter (15.8%), Bacteroides (10.8%), the families Bacillaceae
(9.7%) and Xanthobacteraceae (8.8%), the genera Candidatus Xiphi-
nematobacter (7.5%), Castellaniella (6.4%), and Chlorobium (4.7%).
Interestingly, after the experiment, the soil near each cathode
showed a similar microbial composition to the soil at day 0. The
most abundant ASVs in the soil near the cathodes included the
families Xanthobacteraceae (13.0e23.4%) and Bacillaceae
(8.1e11.5%), the genera Candidatus Udaeobacter (8.0e15.4%), Can-
didatus Xiphinematobacter (5.4e7.6%), and Mycobacterium
(4.5e10.8%); the families Rhodocyclaceae (1.7e8.4%), Methyl-
oligellecaea (3.8e5.9%), Muribaculaceae (0.0e15.7%), and Erwinia-
ceae (0.0e17.8%), and the genera Bacteroides (2.8e6.2%).

Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) was carried out to
determine which taxa clustered with anodes, cathodes, and soil
samples (Fig. 8). The microbial composition of the samples was
found to be unique for each sampling location, suggesting selective
enrichment on the anodes and cathodes throughout the experi-
ment. The family Geobacteraceae and the genera Geobacter and
Pseudomonas highly correlated with anodes. Both Geobacter and
Pseudomonas are well-known electroactive species; Geobacter sul-
furreducens is a model organism for direct electron transfer from
cell to anode [69], while Pseudomonas spp. are known to produce
redox compounds that may mediate the transfer of electrons to the
anode by other members of the community [70,71]. In addition to
Geobacter and Pseudomonas, a lower enrichment of Citrifermentans
was also observed across the anode samples. This genus belongs to
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the family of Geobacteraceae and has been suggested to partake in
exoelectrogenic processes [6,72]. Other electroactive taxa were
found to be associated with the anodes; however, their presence
was not ubiquitous to all SMFCs. These include Aeromonas in the
case of SMFC-PtC and Faecalibacterium in the case of SMFC-GF and
SMFC-PtC. Both genera have shown to be electroactive [73,74]. In
addition, the genus Bacteroideswas also found to be enriched in the
anodic biofilm of SMFC-GF. Bacteroides have been previously
detected in anodic biofilms, suggesting they may exhibit an elec-
trochemical function [75,76].

While the relative abundances of species were consistent across
the anodic biofilms, the several cathodes presented a different
community profile with more variation, possibly as a result of the
difference in the cathode material (Fig. 7). On the other hand, the
soil near the cathode was associated with a unique set of taxa,
which clustered with the initial soil used for inoculum, and not
with the cathode electrodes (Fig. 8), suggesting that cathodic
enrichment was limited to the electrode's surface.

To determine the effect of cathode material on microbial
composition, CCA was carried out for the cathode samples only
(Fig. 9). Taxa found enriched on the cathodic biofilms included
facultative denitrifiers, electroactive species, as well as hydrogen-
producing and hydrogenotrophic bacteria.

The facultative denitrifiers Methylobacterium/Methylorubrum,
Hyphomicrobium, Methyloversatilis, Hydrogenophaga, and Coma-
monadaceae are able to reduce both nitrate and oxygen as the final
electron acceptor, and all have been previously detected in cathodic
biofilms in liquid microbial fuel cells [77e85]. Electroactive species
were also detected on the cathodes, such as Faecalibacterium and
Geobacter, albeit to a lesser extent than on the anodes.

Several hydrogenotrophic taxa were observed on the cathodes,
capable of using H2 as an energy source. However, their abundance
varied depending on the cathode material. Methylobacterium was
associated with CNFeFe and CC cathodes, Hydrogenophagawith GF
cathodes, andMethyloversatiliswith both CNFeFe and GF cathodes.
Hydrogenophaga harbour membrane-bound hydrogenases capable



Fig. 9. Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) plot showing the association of taxa
with different types of cathode materials used. CC: Carbon cloth; CNFeFe: Carbon
nanofibre doped with iron; PtC: Carbon cloth doped with platinum; GF: Graphite felt
(two replicates: GF1 and GF2).
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of catalysing both H2 evolution and oxidation [86], while Methyl-
obacterium was reported to produce formate from CO2, utilizing
electrons from a cathode [87]. Similarly, the presence of Methyl-
oversatilis was reported to positively correlate with the availability
of H2 [88], as well as with microbial corrosion of carbon steel [89],
suggesting that this genus is also able to utilise H2 to generate
reducing power.

Considering the taxonomic composition of the cathodes, we
hypothesise that H2 evolution and oxidation are important mech-
anisms of electron transfer from cathodes to the biofilm via
membrane-bound uptake hydrogenases. It has also been suggested,
in the case of liquid-microbial fuel cells, that extracellular hy-
drogenases and formate dehydrogenases are involved in electron
transfer via rapid metabolite cycling [90]. Thus, cathodic environ-
ments would favour the enrichment of taxa harbouring such en-
zymes. The presence of hydrogenotrophs in the cathode biofilms
may be associated with improved cathodic activity and overall
SMFC performance since the rate of H2 consumption at the cathode
may determine the rate of H2 evolution from the cathode [91].

The only taxon strongly associated with both replicates of the
best-performing GF cathodes was the genus Hydrogenophaga. The
greater redox activity observed in the case of SMFC-GF (Fig. 5) may
indicate an improved capacity of the bacterial communities to
accept electrons directly from the cathode to catalyze the oxygen
reduction reaction [92], which could be attributed to the greater
enrichment of Hydrogenophaga on these cathodes [93].

Other taxa were found enriched on either but not both SMFC-GF
replicates, including Lacunisphaera (SMFC-GF1) and Faecalibacte-
rium, Bacteroides, and Parabacteroides (SMFC-GF2). Of these genera,
Bacteroides have been reported to produce hydrogen [94,95],
whereas the ability to reduce nitrate was reported for both Lacu-
nisphaera and Bacteroides [96,97]. Since the redox potential of the
NO3

�/NO2
� couple is þ421 mV, likely, the peaks at 419 ± 20 mV

observed for SMFC-GF in the CV tests (shown in Fig. 5) are due to
the microbial reduction of nitrate to nitrite under aerobic
8

conditions [98]. This result suggests that the enrichment of de-
nitrifiers in the SMFC-GF cathode biofilms, specifically Hydro-
genophaga, Lacunisphaera, and Bacteroides, may have facilitated
nitrate reduction reaction.

Despite the variability of taxa across different cathodes, an un-
identified Gammaproteobacterium was the most prevalent ASV in
all cathodic samples. Although the presence of this ASV was low in
the inoculum (0.4%), it was enriched not only in the cathodic bio-
films of all SMFCs (10.9e21.6%), but also in the anodic biofilms,
albeit to a lesser extent (1.6e4.0%). The nucleotide sequence of this
ASV was searched against the NCBI database using the BLAST tool,
which returned a hit with 100% homology: the sequence of this
uncultured bacterium was previously detected in paddy soil mi-
crobial fuel cells [99]. In addition, unclassified Gammaproteobac-
teria were previously reported to dominate biofilms of high-
performing oxygen-reducing cathodes [85]. Due to its ubiquity in
electrode biofilms in this experiment, it can be hypothesised that
this uncultured Gammaproteobacterium is involved in electro-
chemical processes, particularly in the cathodic biofilm.

4. Conclusions

Understanding the influence of electrode material on the mi-
crobial communities involved in the electrogenic processes (and
consequently, on the electrochemical performance) is essential to
accelerate the translation of SMFCs into practical implementations.
This study provides for the first time an in-depth investigation on
the effect of different cathode materials on SMFC performance,
combining electrochemical analyses with advanced microbial
profiling. The use of an innovative CNFeFe cathode led to an elec-
trochemical performance similar to Pt-doped carbon cloth, thus
providing an excellent low-cost alternative. Nonetheless, graphite
felt showed better performance than all the other electrodes tested.
Not only it exhibited higher voltages, catalytic activity, and lower
resistance values, but it also favoured the enrichment of Hydro-
genophaga, which potentially led to the improvement of cathodic
activity by increasing electron uptake via H2 evolution and/or
facilitating nitrate reduction. On the other hand, graphite felt
showed much lower reproducibility in results and higher mass
transport losses, which might be related to the lack of an oxygen
reduction reaction catalyst. Microbial taxonomic profiling of the
cathode biofilms revealed taxa related to oxygen reduction or
involved in utilizing alternative electron acceptors other than ox-
ygen, such as nitrate. An uncultured Gammaproteobacterium was
the most prevalent taxon on all cathode biofilms tested, indicating
its importance in drawing electrons from the cathode. Overall, the
results generated with this study can inspire future research on
low-cost and high-performing SMFCs for practical applications in
energy harvesting and bioremediation.
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